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Shir Delight
A not-to-be-taken seriously newsletter

.
Why do they do it? The roving reporter
asked this of those who drove up specially to
sing so far away from home, in Kerhoksen,
NY. Team loyalty, excellent coaches, a chance
to see Beth, delight in the program and peer
pressure were some of the answers. Those who
attended the full festival were quick to mention

the fabulous Hudson Resort where many
discovered, without needing any of those
allergy pins stuck in their backs, that mold was
not good for their respiratory systems. The
choir is blessed with two conductors, Mati and
Marsha, who led them admirably.
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Dear Dr. Plotznik,
I sang the alto part in a piece called At Adama. Each time it
was torture. It didn’t help that I learned it incorrectly
because a line in the staff was missing. Fearing that the
choir might sing it again I am thinking of quitting. Is this
cowardly?
Cowering in NJ
Dear Cowering in NJ,
At first I was going to simply agree that you would be a coward
to quit singing in your beloved Shirah choir over the mere
possibility of having to attempt to sing a difficult song at some
unspecified time in the future. However, I have come to realize
that you are not a coward, but rather an innocent person who
has experienced a major traumatic event and needs compassion
and understanding.
First, don't worry about remembering the wrong notes. Don't
kid yourself. You won't remember a thing from last year. If
you are a typical Shirah member, your hard drive crashed a
long time ago. The fact that you remember the name of the
song is a triumph.
Next, to set the record straight, you are a model of integrity,
admitting openly that you have been singing dozens of wrong
notes for weeks at a time. Other singers around you have been
brazenly singing wrong notes all over the place without
knowing it, or even worse, refusing to admit it. In fact, if you
listen carefully to a rendition of "At Adamah" when sung
correctly, it still sounds wrong, so when you think you are
singing wrong notes, you may be the only one actually singing
the right notes. In that case, try not to be self-righteous when
the person next to you sings notes different from yours. Just
look confident, whatever comes out of your mouth. And look
up!! Make eye contact with the conductor!! Nobody will ever
suspect that you are musically clueless.
--Dr. Plotznik
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Dear Dr. Plotznik,
Help. I have spent my (extremely long) life wanting to be
able to schlep a tune (forget about carrying one). One of
my dearest friends promised that she would help me to do
so, and then she gave up after barely trying. I am so sad
about this. What should I do?
Signed,
A miserable (take it however you want) non- singer
Dear Sandy,
The editor forwarded your question to me, and I am happy
to answer it. Sorry for the delay, but the volume of tsuris
has been quite daunting and time-consuming.
First, I applaud your wish to sing, and I offer my
compassion and empathy for your suffering from PMD
(personal musical deprivation) all these
years. Unfortunately, your long years of harmonic disattunement (a major symptom of your disorder) have taken
their toll. It is, alas, nearly impossible for someone who
deems of schlepping a tune to succeed at melodymaking. Rigorous scientific evidence proves this. At least
a bazillion studies of older tune-deaf men and women
show that attempts at singing on pitch are successful only
after being struck by lightning. Weird, but true.
However, there are many unscrupulous people who are
willing to torture innocent people like you, by forcing them
to try, over and over, to match their voice to a tone that
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they cannot really hear. If you cannot tell whether a note is higher or
lower, and whether your voice goes up or down, you could be the
prey of one of those sadists!! Fortunately for you, your dear friend
diagnosed the situation right away and saved you from much pain
and suffering.
What should you do? Sign up for art lessons, and have a great time.
Then say “thank you” to your dear friend and take her out to lunch.
Dr. Plotznik
Dear Dr Plotznik
I am truly devastated by your reply. I just do not understand how you
can give up on me so easily. But I have found my own solution.
Yesterday, here at Tanglewood, they performed Beethoven's Ninth.
The soprano and mezzo, dressed in lovely gowns, sat in front of the
orchestra listening quietly for much of the performance. I can do
that, as long as they switch me before the singing actually starts. I
am planning to apply to the Tanglewood choir as soon as I can find a
fancy gown.
P.S. I can't draw either so art lessons are out.
Dear Sandy,
That is indeed an elegant solution. I may hire you to work for me.
A thought--You could also join a very, very large choir, which does
not require auditions, and “mouth the words", while allowing no
actual sound to exit. You need to be a modestly good actress, as the
emotion needs to show.
(Not to be a stickler, but note that neither of our solutions require you
to schlep a tune.)
p.s. Let me know when you appear at Tanglewood. I’ll be there to
applaud.
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Shirah women at cocktail party
A few drinks, a lot of smiles
What a privilege it is to perform at the
NAJCF! Attending the entire festival makes it
even more special. That there was no daunting
humidity made it pleasurable to sing in the tent
in the mornings. It also eased the energy
needed for the athletic warm-up (some of the
crowd is aging out of these). The festival
honored Flory Jagoda, best known for her song
Ochos Kandelikas. Her life story was
fascinating. However, her presence necessitated
our singing Hamisha Asar which has been
known to fell stalwart singers as they trip over
the words “ben dicho su nombre senor del
mundo” finally reaching the ever present Mr.
Frutas from Israel. There were some moments
of hilarity as when Nick Page said to turn to
page 71 of the 10 page piece. He offered up

some good pointers such as “move your lips”.
Several attendees offered Matisms to the
editor of this newsletter but her office was
closed. It is true that with Mati making fewer
appearances at Shirah rehearsals Marshisms are
outnumbering Matisms. Several choir members
could pick up the slack if they would mumble
louder.
Though it was apparently illegal, Shirah,
thanks to Hynda, enjoyed the security of dining
at their greatly located tables in the back.
Petitions are being circulated to make this
possible as a rite of singing on the fringes of the
Zamir dynasty.
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Mati Lazar, Shirah’s Founding Father

After 22 years
at the helm
Mati has
passed the
baton to
Marsha
Edelman.

Shirah’s Slightly New Conductor

Transectional,
liner-upper,
text and
translation
guru Deb
moved to
Atlanta and
joined Karen
in the new
Skype section.

Thank you Libby
and Hilary for your
eating partnership
tradition.

Comments to the Editor:
Thank you so much. You do such a
good job and your sense of humor is
stellar.
All the news not fit to print! Thanks.
I am waiting while my car is being
serviced (boring) and I needed a good
laugh.

Brava. Love it. The best ever.
Terrific issues. Clever, funny warn
and…happy!! Great job. You truly are
editor extraordinare.
Another winner from our talented
humorist.
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First Rehearsal
Marsha Ushers in Shirah’s New Year with a Graceful Speech
Members entered the room with trepidation as they
wondered how they would weather the transitions of
Mati into “Founding Conductor/Sometime
Conductor” and Marsha into “Usual Conductor”. No
worries! Attendance was as usual: 1 conductor, 15
altos, 7 sopranos, 7 men- and Glen.
They sang inventive harmonies while sight singing
the all-new music on offer. (If music has not been sung
for 15 years it qualifies as new!!)
Wayne got off the dues hook since they are to be
paid on the JCC web site. A shout out to Wayne!
Announced: Bring friends, relatives and
grandchildren (18 years minimum age) to enlarge the
choir. A good laugh was shared by all!

Shirah Ladies of the Lobby

Found in Shirah’s archives: A book titled From Hairpin to Beyond. This book
explores the mystery of every kind of forte. Where does one go after?
Marsha prescription: Change your clothes to change yourself. What would Dr.
Plotznik have to say about this interesting therapeutic technique?
Who said this at the first rehearsal? “Your swell is going to be swell.”
After being told 10 times that they were singing it wrong (no names, please) they
were declared copathetic by their neighbors.
Choir concerns. Who’s going to glare at us this year? Will we be “winced” at?
Will we be “Moved”? Will we cross our legs? Sit up straight? Look up? Will the
altos lean into their suspensions? Will the chord progressions be heard? Will we
hear Talmud, music theory, ancient pop culture and insults to L.I. accents?
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